
Tush Push Toilet Seat Lift Installation Guide
Note:  You will need a 5/8” and a 9/16” wrench for installation

1. Remove the existing seat from your toilet.
2. Install the main toilet lift frame on the toilet bowl.   The mounting screws will �t through the bowl. 
Attach the plastic bolts to the bottom side of the screws.

3. (3a) Lift up on the top portion of the frame from the back, it should stay up for the placement of the
 motor mount and motor.   (3b) Place the motor mount over the bolt.
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4.  Push the motor mount down behind the frame bracket and it is ready to mount the motor.
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Note:  The toilet in the diagrams (except for the �rst one) does not have a tank installed.   
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5. Place the bottom motor mount slot over the lower motor mount bracket and push in the pin. 
Hold the top shaft of the motor and lower the top portion of the main frame.   Align the motor
slot with the top frame bracket and push in the pin.  This completes the installation.

6.  Place the two button hand set on the arm and plug in the unit.
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7.  Adjust arms to desired position and tighten knobs.

Cleaning Instructions
1. With the handset, raise the toilet lift to its “up” position.
2. Lift toilet seat to allow accesvs to removable shield.
3. Grab the front of the shield. (See Figure 1).
4. Pull upward and then forward until the shield slides o� of support rollers (See Figure 2).
5. Clean and reinstall shield. Use a cloth with a mild cleaner. DO NOT USE TOILET BOWL CLEANER OR A SPRAY BOTTLE.

If your removable shield is showing 
signs of wear or gets damaged, we offer 
replacement shields at a reasonable 
price.  Log-on to our website 
www.phillipsliftsystems.com and order 
online, or call us at: 
888-429-5438 and weʼll ship a new 
replacement shield to you that same 
day.
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